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Public Health RegionsCounties and Major Cities

Objective: weight New Hampshire BRFSS for direct substate estimates



Adjusts weights of sample survey so that sample 
demographics match those of target population

Introduced with 2011 BRFSS, along with 
surveying mobile phones

Used to adjust estimates for undercoverage and 
response bias

Methodology dates to 1940’s, but only feasible 
on large scale with modern computing

Also known as “iterative proportional fitting” or 
“sample balancing”
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Employee satisfaction survey of 200 employees 
out of 10,000

Sample was simple random sample, with each 
respondent assigned weight of 50

Population of employees consists of 3800 men, 
6200 women

Of all employees, 1600 are under age 30, 6800 
are age 30-44, and 1600 are age 45 and older

Use raking to make total sample weights for age 
and sex, respectively, match those of population
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Adjust row and column totals so that all totals are within 

specified tolerance of targets



Sex by 
age

Race/ 
ethnicity

Education

Marital 
status

Home 
ownership

Sex by 
race/ 

ethnicity

Age by 
race/ 

ethnicity

Phone 
service

Region

Region 
by age

Region 
by sex

Region by 
race/ 

ethnicityBasic principle is 

same as with two 

dimensions (or 

“margins”), but 

computationally 

intensive. 

Dimensions are 

adjusted one at a 

time. 

Process  

continues up to 

125 times, or until 

total weights of 

each dimension 

converge to 

population 

estimates.

Start 

here
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1  Sex by age 9  Region

2  Race/Hispanic origin 10  Region by age

3  Education 11  Region by sex

4  Marital status 12  Region by race/Hispanic

5  Home tenure 13  County

6  Sex 14  County by race/Hispanic

7  Age 15  County by age

8  Telephone service 16  County by sex

1 Sex by age 10  PHR by age

2 Race/Hispanic origin 11  PHR by sex

3 Education 12  PHR by race/Hispanic

4 Marital status 13  County*

5 Home tenure 14  County* by race/Hispanic

6   Sex 15  County* by age

7  Age 16  County* by sex

8 Telephone service 17  County* by education

9 Public Health Region (PHR) 18  County* by marital status

CDC

NH

*with Manchester and Nashua broken out



State raking report from CDC

Control totals for all raking dimensions

Convergence information, including number of 
iterations

Software for preprocessing and raking

R used for preprocessing (creating and collapsing 
variables, aggregating control totals)

SAS raking macro

Modified by CDC from original developed by Abt
Associates

R “survey” package will also rake

Population estimates for control totals
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1. Reproduce CDC raking

2. Impute towns where needed

3. Choose additional or alternate dimensions for 
raking

4. Create variables in survey data corresponding 
to chosen dimensions, collapsing as needed

5. Construct target (control) totals for each 
dimension using population estimates

6. Modify SAS macro as needed and run

7. Once raking converges, fine-tune to reduce 
variation in new weights
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Adjust initial weights for dual landline-cell frame

Truncate weights so that overly large weights 
don’t enter the raking

Split by region and telephone service type 

CDC documentation not sufficiently detailed

Run SAS raking macro 

Check resulting weights against final weights 
from survey data
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State-added question “What town do you live 
in?”

Town = County subdivision in New England states

Respondent’s town is identified as stated

If not available, primary zip code used

If neither is available, town imputed by hotdeck
method from county imputed by CDC 
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Rule of thumb: cells should have minimum count of 25

Sparsity in table can cause lack of convergence

PHR by race/Hispanic origin: 26 categories collapsed to 
15

11WH NH = “White, non-Hispanic”
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All margin totals = 1,076,638



Need population estimates

Use same control total as CDC whenever raking on 
same dimension

Population estimate sources

Census publishes annual population estimates at 
county level by age group, race, Hispanic origin

NH purchases town-level data from Claritas

CDC also purchases data from Claritas

American Community Survey also used

For town level, need five-year summary tables
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All margins must add to population total

All corresponding population totals must match, or 
raking will not converge

Sometimes necessary to adjust totals to match (raking 
within raking)
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ninth_margin Target Total

Region 01 89,286

Region 02 97,187

Region 03 101,002

Region 04 322,097

Region 05 120,174

Region 06 243,829

Region 07 103,063

eleventh_margin Target Total

Region 01,Male 43,663

Region 01,Female 45,623

Region 02,Male 47,215

Region 02,Female 49,972

Region 03,Male 50,003

Region 03,Female 50,999

Region 04,Male 158,444

Region 04,Female 163,653

Region 05,Male 58,809

Region 05,Female 61,365

Region 06,Male 119,805

Region 06,Female 124,024

Region 07,Male 49,666

Region 07,Female 53,397

sixth_margin

Target 

Total

Male, ALL RACES 527,605

Female, ALL RACES 549,033



R used for data pre-processing

Add-on package “VIM” for hotdeck imputation

Function “interaction” for composite dimensions

Functions from “tidyverse” collection of packages 
for collapsing categories and aggregating 
population data

Custom function for auxiliary adjustments

Export data for SAS raking macro

Run macro and troubleshoot in case of 
nonconvergence

Convergence took 62 iterations for 2015 data 
and ran about 15 minutes
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Raking produces a single working data set to 
produce direct prevalence estimates for NH 
major cities, counties, and public health regions

Raking a state’s BRFSS data for substate
estimates is feasible, though extremely detailed

Interest in small-area methods for model-based 
estimates by smaller geographies like town and 
census tract
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